Computational fluid dynamics-based design of anoxic bioreactor zone in wastewater treatment plant
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Hydrodynamics-based design of an anoxic bioreactor tank is one of the serious challenges in wastewater industry. Poor fluid flow may cause settlement and therefore reduce the biological performance of a bioreactor. Whilst, a successful bioreactor design can facilitate the enhancement of biological process efficiency and reduction of energy consumption so that the investment and operation cost can be kept as low as possible. In the present study, three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics models for three common full-scale bioreactor configurations were simulated using a single-phase flow model and the standard two-equation SST $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model. The main objective of this numerical study is to investigate the effect of bioreactor geometry on the hydrodynamics performance of the flow field. Four submerged impellers were modelled for each tank geometry and three thrust scenarios were considered in order to evaluate the effect of changing impeller thrust on the flow velocity distribution inside each tank. The results show that the orbal bioreactor geometry has better performance in driving the flow field with more uniform flow patterns than other bioreactor configurations. The minimum flow velocity required was achieved in orbal tank to maintain the micro-organism particles suspended in the wastewater media at certain mixing power.
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\textbf{1. Introduction}

Nowadays, wastewater treatment is one of the important topics to ensure adequate and clean water supply for populations which suffer from water scarcity problems. United Nations (UN) aims to ensure availability and sustainability management of water by encouraging water treatment programmes. The core and fundamental component of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) is biological wastewater treatment, which is used to extract biodegradable organic waste and suspended solid from raw wastewater [1]. Regarding energy consumption, bioreactor zones can consume up to 70% of the overall energy needed for the whole treatment process [2].
Most large WWTPs remove carbon, nutrients and phosphorus from wastewater by using bioreactor zones. Although there are different operational parameters that affect the efficiency of bioreactors such as detention time, suspended solids concentration, internal recycle rate influential biological oxygen demand (BOD) and biodegradable chemical oxygen demand (COD), the direct bioreactor design parameter that is affected by the hydrodynamics is the detention time which is directly impacted by the anoxic tank configuration [3]. Since the wastewater treatment efficiency depends on the flow field in the bioreactor, a clear understanding of bioreactor hydrodynamic behaviour is needed for an efficient design [4]. Furthermore, due to treatment process complexity, the hydraulics of the bioreactor is often not sufficient tool. Therefore, there is a need for a hydrodynamic-based design that takes into account the geometry of the bioreactor tank which can improve treatment efficiency to meet effluent quality requirements.

Wastewater treatment process faces numerous problems due to poorly designed influent bioreactors that resulted in a significant mal-distribution of flow. Wide inequalities of distribution are often revealed through visual examination, float testing and tracer testing approaches [5]. With the improvement of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the numerical modelling is a valuable tool used by many researchers to predict and evaluate the effect of hydrodynamic behaviour on the bioreactor performance. For example, flow pattern in oxidation ditch bioreactor has been studied by using a three-dimensional model [6]. The mixing process was obtained by the utilization of the Navier–Stokes equation [7]. Simulation of flow in an oxidation ditch bioreactor driven by mechanical surface aerator was performed using CFD [8]. Yong et al. [9] proposed an integral energy model to optimize the surface aeration control in oxidation ditches using CFD model in their study. Their control system achieved 10% saving in energy consumption. Several techniques are used to model the hydrodynamics and the residence time distribution in an oxidation ditch using Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes simulations (RANS) and unsteady RANS with the standard $k$–$\varepsilon$ model, and large eddy simulation with the Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model [10]. In a full-scale oxidation ditch, single-phase CFD models were used to investigate the fluid behaviour using velocity profiles and the aeration patterns [11]. In their comprehensive review of CFD investigations of water treatment units, Rosa et al. [12] concluded that the SST $k$–$\varepsilon$ and Reynolds Stress Model provide better results in contrast with the other simpler models. Furthermore, several researchers successfully utilized the SST $k$–$\varepsilon$ model in the simulation of full-scale ditch [11,13].

The orbal bioreactor is a modification of oxidation ditch which is equipped with mechanical mixing devices. The flow velocity in the outer channel of an orbal oxidation bioreactor in a full-scale wastewater treatment plant in China was simulated and monitored under actual operational conditions [14]. Rehman et al. [15], presented a numerical study to visualize the local impacts of flow mixing by proposing an integrated hydrodynamic-biokinetic model for an orbal bioreactor in a full-scale WWTP.

With regards to the flow field behaviours, 3D simulation can provide more information to the designers with a better understanding of how the bioreactor geometry affects flow field within the WWTP tanks [16]. Using CFD, Patziger [17] presented a numerical study to optimize the inlet geometry design of primary settling tanks. As a result of this study, improving the removal efficiency, especially at high load, led to decreasing the loads at the biological treatment process and increasing biogas and energy production. Optimization of aeration in the activated sludge processes based on CFD was performed in [18].

Conventional rectangular geometry bioreactor is still used in many WWTPs. There are different bioreactor geometries used earlier without utilising design methods to select the suitable tank geometry. The most common types are rectangular, oxidation ditch and orbal configurations. Each bioreactor configuration has its own hydrodynamic performance. Since the wastewater treatment efficiency highly depends on the flow field in the bioreactor, the hydrodynamics-based design is necessary to guide the designers for a successful design. Therefore, the objective of this study is to investigate the effect of bioreactor geometry on the hydrodynamics performance of the flow field and velocity distribution with the operation of submerged impellers using the CFD approach.

2. Wastewater treatment of an anoxic bioreactors

The hydrodynamics design of an anoxic bioreactor tank is based on its required pollutant removal rate which is affected by flow velocity distribution inside the tank. Therefore, a brief overview of anoxic bioreactor tank feature for nutrient removal is given with hydrodynamic design considerations.

2.1. Biological process

The bioreactor of a biological nutrient removal (BNR) system is divided into different stages, namely anaerobic, anoxic, and aerobic zones. Provision for mixed liquor recirculation is necessary for the biological process, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each zone in the bioreactor is designed to provide different row wastewater conditions to allow for the micro-organisms within that zone the best chance of treatment. The aerobic zone is required in BNR processes, while the anaerobic stage is necessary to accomplish phosphorus removal, and the anoxic zone is needed for nitrogen removal.

The presence of anoxic stage impacts the biomass’s microbial ecology. In nitrogen removal systems, the initial anoxic zone acts as an anoxic selector to limit the growth of filamentous bacteria through metabolic selection.

In addition to the differences between the aerobic and anaerobic reactors in terms of biological treatment, there are considerable differences in their hydrodynamics. Climent et al. [11] investigated the hydrodynamics of the flow inside a ditch with and without aeration and they found considerable differences due to the momentum transfer from bubbles. However, the present study focuses only on the anoxic zone which requires mixing in absence of the aeration process. Hence, the study of the hydrodynamics of aerobic reactors is out of the scope of the present study.
2.2. Submerged impeller

The mixing process in the anoxic zone is important to keep the solid matter suspended in the bioreactor tank. However, the Water Environment Federation's Manual suggests that anoxic zone requires thorough mixing to maintain good contact between biomass substrates and prevent short-circuiting of flow [3]. Moreover, the mixing creates homogeneous uniform composition and temperature across the flow direction. Also, the mixer increases the heat transfer inside the bioreactor and dispersion of the fluid [3]. Additionally, the mixer can influence mass transfer and aggregation breakage of particles which increase biological reactions performance. Mechanical mixers are the most common mixers in the wastewater industry especially the propeller type, as shown in Fig. 2. The propeller mixer was selected in this study due to its good performance for wide channel plug-flow and circulation of large bioreactors.

2.3. Minimum flow velocity in bioreactor

Poor flow field may cause particle settlement which leads to reduction of the biological performance of bioreactor. To overcome this problem, the flow velocity inside the reactor should be maintained higher than a certain minimum velocity to avoid sedimentation of micro-organisms. Different recommendations were stated that the minimum velocities should be 0.3 m/s [19–21]. Furthermore, based on the mixer requirements and consideration that released from several mixer manufacture companies, the minimum velocity to attain sufficient suspension of activated sludge is suggested as 0.3 m/s [3]. The main criteria for analysing the result of the present study is the minimum required flow velocity being equal to 0.3 m/s and the flow range between 0.3 to 0.6 m/s.

2.4. Power requirement

According to Cumby [20], the required mixer power should be satisfied to maintain the minimum flow speed inside the bioreactor tank. He stated that the specific power dissipation for the system can be expressed as:

\[ P_s = \frac{P_m}{V} \]  

where \( P_s \) is the specific power dissipation (kW/m³), \( P_m \) is the power of mixers (kW) and \( V \) is the volume of the tank (m³).

Tchobanoglous et al. [22] stated that the typical specific power dissipation for mechanical mixing in anoxic zones ranges from 0.008 to 0.012 kW/m³. Furthermore, this is supported by the recommendation from the Water Environment Federation which recommends that the power requirement for mixing is 0.01 kW/m³ [21]. The tank volume is kept constant for all bioreactor geometries at 3,400 m³. Three impeller thrust force scenarios are considered in this study as 2800 N, 3400 N and 4000 N.

3. Numerical methodology

Prediction of flow behaviour inside different configurations of bioreactor tanks was numerically investigated in the present study using CFD. The numerical simulation was performed using ANSYS Fluent 18.2 software.

3.1. Computational geometry

The oldest bioreactor geometry is a rectangular tank and still used in many WWTPs. Oxidation ditch configurations were developed as a wastewater treatment bioreactor
The orbal bioreactor is a modification of oxidation ditch system. Rectangular, oxidation ditch and orbal full-scale bioreactors have been chosen in this study. The tank geometries were selected with some considerable simplifications in order to predict and analyse the effect of bioreactor geometries on their hydrodynamics performance. The influent flow capacity was kept constant at 3,400 m$^3$ for all bioreactors. The same water depth and channel width parameters were kept constant at 2.5 and 18 m, respectively for all tested tanks. The features of the selected bioreactor geometries are illustrated in Fig. 3. All geometrical dimensions are dimensionalized based on the thruster diameter (1 m).

3.2. Mesh grid

Grid meshes were generated in 3D domains using ANSYS Meshing 18.2. Structured meshes were used for all different bioreactor configurations. Two different mesh configurations were examined in this study, namely, coarse and fine meshes. The grid size information is summarized in Table 1 and grid meshes structure are shown in Fig. 4. The calculation time is approximately one day for each steady-state calculation case. Intel (R) core (TM) i9-9880H computer was used with 2.30 GHz base frequency and 32 GB RAM. It can be noticed that no significant changes occur in solver residual results between coarse and fine meshes. Therefore, all study cases are investigated by using course mesh.

3.3. Simulation of submerged impeller

The main purpose of the impeller is to generate an axial flow velocity in order to drive the fluid inside the reactor. All presented bioreactors are driven by four submerged impellers and each impeller has a diameter of 1 m. A fan model was adopted for simulation of the submerged impeller in this study, in which each impeller was assumed as a thin cylinder and the pressure difference across the impeller was calculated based on the area of the disc and total power required [Eq. (1)] as shown in Fig. 5. The same impeller modelling technique was followed by Weidong et al. [8]. The total thrust requirements were estimated for three scenarios at 2800 N, 3400N to 4000 N for each fan. The total fans thrust is estimated for each thrust scenario to be equivalent to a pressure jump as

$$T = \Delta P \cdot A$$

(2)

where $A$ is the disc area, $\Delta P$ is the pressure difference and $T$ is the thrust force of the submerged impeller.

3.4. Boundary conditions

The model boundaries of each tank configuration were named in regard to their setting, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The flow phase was selected as a pure water at 20°C with a density of 998.2 kg/m$^3$.

The no-slip boundary condition was assigned for all walls of the tank while the tank top was defined as symmetric boundary condition. The fan model was used for the submerged impeller and the surface of the impeller disc was defined as a fan boundary conditions representing the axial pressure difference.

3.5. Setting up the solver

The fluid flow inside three different full-scale wastewater bioreactor tanks was modelled as a single-phase flow using the commercial CFD software ANSYS-Fluent in the steady mode. The 3D version of ANSYS-Fluent was utilized. The coupled pressure-based algorithm was
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Fig. 3. The features of the three bioreactor geometries: (a) rectangular, (b) oxidation ditch, and (c) orbal.
implemented for its accuracy and fast convergence. The second-order special discretization was implemented in order to improve the solution accuracy. Furthermore, the standard two-equation SST $k$–$\varepsilon$ model was considered for turbulence modelling.

3.6. Validation of the CFD model

CFD has been found as a powerful tool for accurate simulation in a wide range of fluid flow problems. However, it is essential to validate the current CFD model by comparing its predictions against the available experimental data. For this purpose, the experimental data presented by Climent et al. [11] for full-scale ditch without aeration is utilised. Fig. 7 illustrates the configuration of the full-scale ditch and the locations of measurements. Fig. 8 presents a comparison between the CFD predictions of velocity and the corresponding experimental data at two different locations. It is observed that the CFD predictions have a good agreement with the experimental data.

3.7. Simulation matrix

Three bioreactor geometries were modelled at three different impeller thrust scenarios. The results are analysed at two main horizontal plan (0.1 and 0.5 $y/H$) where $y$ is the horizontal plan position and $H$ is the bioreactor water depth. Other three cross-sectional vertical plans are analysed in order to evaluate the flow velocity distribution in the vertical direction. The flow velocities were evaluated at three different test locations (a, b and c) inside the tank at different water depth heights. The distance between each vertical plan is equal to 20D. The distance between location (a) and impellers is about 20D, and

Fig. 4. Grid meshes for bioreactor geometries.

Fig. 5. Meshing of fan model.

Fig. 6. Boundary conditions.

Three bioreactor geometries were modelled at three different impeller thrust scenarios. The results are analysed at two main horizontal plan (0.1 and 0.5 $y/H$) where $y$ is the horizontal plan position and $H$ is the bioreactor water depth. Other three cross-sectional vertical plans are analysed in order to evaluate the flow velocity distribution in the vertical direction. The flow velocities were evaluated at three different test locations (a, b and c) inside the tank at different water depth heights. The distance between each vertical plan is equal to 20D. The distance between location (a) and impellers is about 20D, and
between locations (a) and (b) is also 20D, and location (c) is placed parallel to the internal wall, as shown in Fig. 9. In each location, the measurement data were collected at the centre of the channel. Moreover, two other measurements were collected at 2D distance from the lift side and right side of the channel centre. The CFD simulation matrix can be summarized as shown in Table 2.

### 4. Results and discussions

The following section presents various simulation results from CFD model of the three bioreactor tank configurations. The numerical results from the 3D model can describe the flow field within the anoxic bioreactor and distinguish the high and low velocities which can provide a better understanding of how the geometry of the bioreactor can influence the flow field behaviour. The main criteria for analysing the result is the flow velocity distribution through each tank configuration.

#### 4.1. Rectangular tank configuration

Simulated velocity contour results of the rectangular tank under three different impeller thrust forces (2800 N, 3400 N and 4000 N) are shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10a–c represent the top view of flow velocity contours on a horizontal plan at 0.5 y/H (same level of impeller centre). While Figs. 10d–g represent the top view at 0.1 y/H near the tank bottom. Generally, increasing impeller thrust is a procedure to avoid sludge sedimentation inside the reactor when the flow velocity decreases lower than the minimum required flow velocity (0.3 m/s). When the thrust was increased from 2800 N to 4000 N, flow velocity near the external walls was obviously improved and velocity became much higher than required. The flow velocities around the corners and internal wall were also improved but still have the same lower velocities than required.

In order to analyse the mixing quality inside the bioreactor, three iso-surfaces were plotted in three different colours.
From 0 to 0.3 m/s range is the blue region, for 0.3–0.6 m/s range is the green region and over 0.6 m/s is the red region. In general, water circulation with a velocity above 0.6 m/s almost covers most of bioreactor regions, but areas with a lower water velocity (under 0.3 m/s) exist at tank corners and near intermediate wall due to local recirculation patterns. It can be observed that there are no significant changes in the velocity distributions of the flow field when the thrust increases from 2800 N to 4000 N.

Simulated streamline velocity profile of the rectangular tank under impeller thrust equal to 2800 N is shown in Fig. 11. The simulation result indicates that a heterogeneous flow pattern was developed within the rectangular bioreactor especially at the tank corners and beside the intermediate wall. It can be observed also that the right impeller generates uniform forward flow pattern, while the lift impeller thrust blocked by eddies generated in this area.

Fig. 12 presents the velocity profile for nine locations inside the bioreactor as described in simulation matrix Table 2. The minimum required flow velocity which recommended in section 2.3 is plotted in yellow dashed vertical line at 0.3 m/s. Measured group (a) which located near to intermediate wall show flow velocity lower than the minimum required in two locations, while the remain groups measurements (b and c) exceed the recommended velocity limit as shown in Fig. 12. The flow velocity measured in group (c), which located near the external wall, exceed the required velocity with about four time.

4.2. Oxidation ditch configuration

Simulated velocity contour results of the oxidation ditch tank under three different impeller thrust forces (2800 N, 3400 N and 4000 N) are shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13a–c represent the top view of flow velocity contours on a horizontal plan at 0.5 y/H (same level of impeller centre). While Fig. 13d–g represent the top view at 0.1 y/H near the tank bottom. Similar to rectangular tank results, the water circulation with a velocity of above 0.6 m/s almost covers most of bioreactor regions, but areas with a lower water velocity (under 0.3 m/s) exist near intermediate wall due to local recirculation patterns. While the contribution of rounded corners to flow circulation prevents dead flow velocity spots near corners with respect to rectangular geometry.

Simulated streamline velocity profile of the oxidation ditch tank under impeller thrust is equal to 2800 N as shown in Fig. 14. The simulation results indicate that a heterogeneous flow pattern was developed within the oxidation ditch bioreactor especially beside the intermediate wall. It can be observed also that the right impeller generates uniform forward flow pattern, while the lift impeller thrust is blocked by eddies generated in this area.

Fig. 15 presents the velocity profile for nine locations inside the oxidation ditch bioreactor as described in simulation matrix Table 2. Same observation of rectangular bioreactor was also observed for the oxidation ditch tank. Group measurement (a) shows that flow velocity is lower than the
minimum required in two locations, while the remaining group measurements (b and c) exceed the recommended velocity limit.

4.3. Orbital tank configuration

Simulated velocity contour results of the orbital tank under three different impeller thrust forces (2800 N, 3400 N and 4000 N) are shown in Fig. 16. Fig. 16a–c represent the top view of flow velocity contours on a horizontal plane at 0.5 y/H (same level of impeller centre). While Fig. 16d–g represent the top view at 0.1 y/H near the tank bottom. The simulation results incorporating the submerged impeller at 2800 N thrust force indicate that majority of the velocities across the bioreactor areas are above the required limit. The water circulation with a velocity above 0.3 m/s almost covers most of bioreactor regions at impeller thrust being equal to 2800 N, but area with a lower water velocity (under 0.3 m/s) exists only between the impellers.

It can be observed that when the thrust increases, the flow velocity increases more than the required flow velocity. The flow velocity almost homogenises over the most of tank area except near the thrust and internal wall.

The streamline velocity contour illustrates the flow path and the corresponding velocities through the orbital bioreactor under impeller thrust of 2800 N as shown in Fig. 17. The simulation results indicate that a homogenised flow pattern is developed within the orbital bioreactor. It can also be
observed that no local recirculation is generated and the flow is uniform.

Fig. 18 presents the velocity profile for nine locations inside the orbital bioreactor. It can be noticed that all measured group (a, b and c) show flow velocity higher than the minimum required velocity. It can also be observed that there is no significant change in the velocity profile for all locations which gives an indication that the velocity is homogeneous and uniform across the bioreactor.

4.4. Comparison of velocity profile under different operational conditions

Fig. 19a–c present vertical cross section iso-surface contours throughout each tank geometry at three different

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Bioreactor geometry</th>
<th>y/H</th>
<th>Impeller thrust</th>
<th>Cross location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2800 N</td>
<td>For each bioreactor at each water level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3400 N</td>
<td>(y/H) at each impeller thrust, three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4000 N</td>
<td>horizontal locations a, b and c and at each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2800 N</td>
<td>location 3 lateral measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3400 N</td>
<td>- a1, a2, a3 (near the internal wall);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4000 N</td>
<td>- b1, b2, b3 (middle of the tank);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Oxidation ditch</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2800 N</td>
<td>- c1, c2, c3 (near the external wall).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3400 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4000 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2800 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3400 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4000 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Orbal</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2800 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3400 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4000 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2800 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3400 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4000 N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. Velocity contour of the oxidation ditch bioreactor in the horizontal section at different height and different impeller thrust forces.

Fig. 14. Streamline velocity in the horizontal section of the oxidation ditch tank at impeller thrust of 2800 N.
Fig. 15. Vertical flow velocity profile for oxidation ditch bioreactor at nine different locations for the three thrust scenarios: (a) Thrust of 2800 N, (b) Thrust of 3400 N, and (c) Thrust of 4000 N.

Fig. 16. Velocity contour of the orbital bioreactor in the horizontal section at different height and different impeller thrust forces.
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impeller thrust force scenarios. Fig. 19a indicates that the flow velocity inside the orbal tank is totally homogeneous in the range of 0.3–0.6 m/s. While in oxidation ditch and rectangular the flow velocity is heterogeneous and the flow velocity drops below the minimum required velocity beside the intermediate wall and at corners. This flow velocity observation increases near tank bottom rather than the middle and at tank surface. It can be concluded from Fig. 19a that the selected impellers are capable to generate the required thrust to achieve the minimum required flow velocity in the orbal tank. This observation is the same when the impeller thrust is increased to 3400 N and 4000 N as shown in Fig. 16b and c, respectively. It should be noted that the flow velocity exceeds 0.6 m/s in large regions inside the orbal tank.

Fig. 17. Streamline velocity in the horizontal section of the orbal tank at impeller thrust of 2800 N.

Fig. 18. Vertical flow velocity profile for orbal bioreactor at nine different locations for the three thrust scenarios: (a) Thrust of 2800 N, (b) Thrust of 3400 N, and (c) Thrust of 4000 N.
Fig. 19. Flow velocity contour of different bioreactor geometries in the vertical cross section at different impeller thrust forces: (a) Thrust of 2800 N, (b) Thrust of 3400 N, and (c) Thrust of 4000 N.
In case of obal bioreactor, the flow streamline pattern is homogeneous and uniform across the tank as shown in Fig. 20c. Whereas in case of rectangular and oxidation ditch bioreactors, the water circulation almost covers most of bioreactor regions near external tank wall and while the area near intermediate wall suffers from eddies due to local recirculation patterns. Local recirculation patterns also appear in rectangular tank at corners, while the contribution of rounded corners of oxidation tank prevent this phenomenon.

The concept of flow uniformity has been successfully used to evaluate and optimize the flow quality at working sections [23]. The flow uniformity is defined as the ratio between the average velocity and the maximum velocity at a certain cross-section. When the average velocity becomes close to the maximum velocity, the flow uniformity increases. The flow uniformity for inviscid undisturbed flow is unity. However, the flow uniformity in bioreactor tanks is less than unity due to the boundary layer effects and the possible eddies and separation. Fig. 21 illustrates the flow uniformity for the three selected cross-sections, namely (a), (b), and (c), for the three tank geometries at different impeller thrusts. It is observed that the value of the thrust has a minimal effect on the flow uniformity. However, the
location of the test cross-section has a considerable influence on the flow uniformity, especially for the rectangular and ditch tanks. In contrast with the rectangular and ditch tanks, it is observed that the orbal configuration achieves a very good flow uniformity at the three tested cross-sections for all the tested impeller thrusts.

5. Conclusions

The hydrodynamics design of anoxic bioreactor tank has significant impact on energy consumption and biological performance of wastewater treatment plants. A computational fluid dynamic model of different bioreactor configurations was numerically investigated by considering flow field and minimum velocity parameter in order to investigate the effect of bioreactor geometry on the hydrodynamic performance of the flow field. The present model was capable of predicting flow pattern and velocity distribution with operation of submerged impellers. Performance demonstration and comparison of three different impeller thrust forces were carried out in three different full-scale bioreactor configurations. A fan model was designed to simulate the submerged impellers. The results show that the selected impellers are capable to generate the required thrust to achieve the minimum required flow velocity in the orbal tank and the flow pattern is homogeneous and uniform across the tank. Whereas rectangular and oxidation ditch geometries suffer from local recirculation patterns near the internal wall and corners effecting their flow field. Based on comparison of results and analyses, it is observed that the magnitude of the thrust has a minimal effect on the flow uniformity within the modelled bioreactors. However, the location of the test cross-section has a considerable influence on the flow uniformity, especially for the rectangular and ditch tanks. In contrast with the rectangular and ditch tanks, it is observed that the orbal configuration achieves a very good flow uniformity for the three tested cross-sections for all the tested impeller thrusts.
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